The present study intended to examine the neural basis of audiovisual integration, hypothetically achieved by synchronized gamma-band oscillations (30-80 Hz) that have been suggested to integrate stimulus features and top-down information. To that end, we studied the impact of visual symbolic information on early auditory sen sory processing of upcoming sounds. In particular, we used a symbol-to-sound-matching paradigm in which simple score-like patterns predict corresponding sound patterns. Occasionally, a single sound is incongruent with the corresponding element of the visual pattern. In response to expected sounds congruent with the correspond ing visual symbol, a power increase of phase-locked (evoked) activity in the 40-Hz band was observed peaking 42-ms poststimulus onset. Thus, for the first time, we demonstrated that the comparison process between a neu ral model, the expectation, and the current sensory input is implemented at very early levels of auditory process ing. Subsequently, expected congruent sounds elicited a broadband power increase of non-phase-locked (in duced) activity peaking 152-ms poststimulus onset, which might reflect the formation of a unitary event repre sentation including both visual and auditory aspects of the stimulation. Gamma-band responses were not present for unexpected incongruent sounds. A model explaining the anticipatory activation of cortical auditory represen tations and the match of experience against expectation is presented.
Introduction
The detection of a wrong note in a musical piece requires some prior knowledge, which might be derived from the preceding parts of the music or from memory representations of the piece. In musicians, they can also be formed by comparing a visually presented score with the auditory input. The brain processes associated with confirming, disconfirming, and integrating expectations of forthcoming sounds with the current sounds have been widely studied within the auditory modality by means of electroencephalogram (EEG) and event-related potentials (ERPs; see e.g., Näätänen 1992; Winkler et al. 1996; Schröger 1998) . In a recent study (Widmann et al. 2004) , we demonstrated that expected sounds are processed differently as compared with unexpected sounds in a symbol-to-sound-matching paradigm. Simple "score-like" vi sual patterns (cf., Fig. 1 ) predicted subsequently presented "melody-like" auditory patterns. Tones incon gruent with the visually formed expectations elicited an ERP complex differing from that elicited by con gruent tones, consisting of the so-called incongruency response (IR), followed by N2b-, P3a-, and P3b-like components. (Basar et al. 1987; Pantev et al. 1991) . It has been shown to be modulated by attention (Yordanova et al. 1997) , sensory gating , and stimulation rates (Makeig 1990; Pantev et al. 1993 ). Debener and colleagues (2003) demonstrated top-down influences on the auditory-evoked GBR at around 60 ms using a novelty-oddball design. Enhanced GBRs were found in response to target but not to novel stimuli. In contrast to the early evoked GBR, the later induced GBR is supposed to reflect the acti vation of "cortical object representations," which are composed of many different features and include vi sual (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand 1999) , auditory , and semantic informa tion (Gruber and Müller 2005) .
Most of the researches on cortical object representations are confined to a single modality, and so far little is known on the neural basis of processes matching information across modalities. However, our percep tion is largely based on the integrated information from different modalities: for instance, speech percep tion is based on heard sounds and seen lip movements . Here, we report event-related gamma-band oscillations elicited in the symbol-to-sound-matching task developed by Widmann et al. (2004) . In a reanalysis of EEG data from which ERPs were previously reported by Widmann et al. (2004) , we tested whether early auditory-evoked GBRs that were reported for auditory target detection (Debener et al. 2003) do also occur when a sound has to be evaluated for congruency with a visual symbol. More over, we determined whether later induced GBR effects usually associated with binding and the establish ment of a unitary object representation within a modality are also elicited when features have to be compared across modalities. Such an effect has recently been shown for highly trained audio visual speech stimuli . However, for arbitrarily defined relations between vision and audition, induced GBRs have not yet been reported.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed subjects (5 males, mean age 24 years, range 19-35 years) participated in the experiment. All of them reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing. None of the participants had a history of a neurological disease or injury. Subjects were paid for their participation in the experiment and gave their informed consent after the details of the procedure had been explained to them.
Stimuli and Apparatus
Participants were comfortably seated in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated, and electrically shielded chamber. They held a response pad with buttons under their left index, right index, and right middle fingers. An LCD computer screen was placed about 130 cm in front of the subjects' eyes so that the stimuli appeared slightly below the horizontal line of sight. Visual stimuli, presented simultaneously on a black back ground, consisted of 4-6 light gray rectangles aligned above and below the horizontal midline of the screen. The rectangles subtended a visual angle of 0.32° × 0.16°. The empty spaces between the rectan gles were of the same width as the rectangles. The upper corners of the rectangles were placed 0.36° above or 0.04° below the horizontal midline of the screen (see Fig. 1 for a sample screenshot). Sounds of the auditory stimuli were triangle waves (containing only odd harmonics with an amplitude ratio propor tional to the inverse square of the harmonic number) with a frequency of 352 (F 4 ) or 422.4 Hz (G# 4 ) and a duration of 300 ms including a 5-ms rise and a 5-ms fall time (Hann window). Sounds were presented via headphones (Sennheiser HD 25) at an intensity of 65 dB SPL. Each trial started with the visual presenta tion of a pattern of 4-6 rectangles on the screen. Visual stimuli stayed on the screen until both behavioral responses (see below) were given by the subject. The sound presentation started 1000 ms after the onset of the visual display. The number of auditory stimuli matched the number of rectangles. The tones were presented with an interstimulus interval of 300 ms. Congruent stimuli were defined as either high tones matching rectangles above the midline or low tones matching rectangles below the horizontal midline at the corresponding serial positions in the visual and auditory patterns. Incongruent stimuli were defined as either high tones matching rectangles below the midline or low tones matching rectangles above the mid line at the corresponding serial positions in the visual and auditory patterns. The intertrial interval was 1200 ms.
Design and Procedure
The study was preceded by a training session on a separate day consisting of 4 blocks of 53 trials each.
The experiment consisted of 12 blocks of 53 trials, each including a visual and an auditory pattern (note that a "trial" is defined as a complete sequence of 4-6 sounds related to one visual pattern consisting of 4-6 elements and not as a single sound), with a short break after the sixth block. The visual pattern in each trial was selected pseudorandomly so that the same visual pattern was never presented twice in con secutive trials. In 50% of the trials, the visual and the auditory patterns were incongruent in one pseudo randomly selected element. In the visual and the auditory patterns, at least one element had to be distinct from the other elements. That is, no visual pattern had rectangles only above or only below the horizontal midline, and none of the auditory patterns had only high or only low sounds. Altogether, 84 four-element, 180 five-element, and 372 six-element patterns (comprising 3468 auditory stimuli in 636 trials) were pre sented during the experiment. In 318 trials, one sound was incongruent with the corresponding visual ele ment. Participants were instructed to press a button with their left index finger as rapidly as possible after the onset of the last tone of the auditory pattern. Subsequently, participants had to indicate as accurately as possible whether the visual and auditory patterns were congruent or not by pressing a button with their right index or middle finger, respectively. Participants received visual feedback if their first response was carried out before or more than 600 ms after the onset of the last tone by presenting an error message for 2400 ms at the center of the display. In this case, no second response was required. The first response was required from the participants in order to get them follow the complete auditory pattern in a similar man ner as when reading text, even when an incongruent sound was presented. For the second response, there was no time limit. The subsequent trial started after both responses were given.
Data Recording
The EEG was recorded with Ag-AgCl electrodes from the 19 standard positions of the extended 10-20-system and from the left and right mastoids (M1, M2). All electrodes were referenced to the tip of the nose. The vertical electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded between supra-and infraorbitally placed elec trodes and the horizontal EOG between the outer canthi of the 2 eyes. Impedances of eye and mastoidal electrodes were kept below 10 kΩ, and all other electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were filtered online with a bandpass of 0.1-100 Hz and sampled with a digitization rate of 500 Hz (Synamps EEG amplifier, NeuroScan, TX). Reaction times were recorded for each trial.
Data Analysis
Raw data processing apart from the wavelet transform was performed with the EEGLAB toolbox by De lorme and Makeig (2004) . EEG and EOG were divided into epochs of 2048 ms time locked to the onset of each auditory stimulus including an 800-ms prestimulus baseline. Due to contamination with muscular artifacts in some of the subjects at outermost electrode sites, analysis was restricted to electrodes sites F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, and P4. Epochs with signal changes exceeding 150 µV in a time window from -200 to 500 ms relative to stimulus onset at any of the remaining electrodes were discarded from the anal ysis. The first stimulus of each auditory pattern was excluded from the analysis because it required abso lute judgment of pitch. The last stimulus of each auditory pattern was excluded from the analysis because it was contaminated by motor-related potentials. Furthermore, trials with an incorrect behavioral response were discarded from the EEG analysis. For each remaining incongruent stimulus, a congruent sibling stimulus from the nearest preceding or following trial with congruent visual and auditory patterns was se lected. In particular, the congruent sibling stimulus was selected in such a way that it matched the incon gruent stimulus in pitch, pattern length, and serial position within the pattern. This was done in order to guarantee an equal number of epochs-and, thus, an equal signal-to-noise ratio-for congruent and in congruent sounds. The congruent and the incongruent stimuli were averaged separately for each subject. On average, 211 stimuli (i.e., 66.4%, standard deviation [SD] = 26 stimuli) per condition per subject re mained in the sample.
To compute the time-frequency representation of oscillatory gamma-band activity phase locked to stimu lus onset (termed as evoked activity), the individual averages for congruent and incongruent stimuli were convolved with complex Morlet wavelets Tallon-Baudry et al. 1996) . The wavelet family used was de fined by f 0 /  f =7 ranging from 30 Hz (duration [2σt] 74.2 ms, spectral bandwidth [2σf] 8.6 Hz) to 80 Hz (duration 27.9 ms, bandwidth 22.9 Hz) in 1-Hz steps. The amplitude of the evoked activity was calculated by taking the moduli of the time-frequency representations. The time-frequency representation of the total oscillatory gamma-band activity (phase locked and non-phase locked) was calculated by averaging the moduli of the convolution of each epoch with the same family of complex Morlet wavelets separately for congruent and incongruent stimuli and each subject, respectively. The phase-locking factor was calculated by the modulus of the average of the normalized complex time-varying energy of each epoch separately for congruent and incongruent stimuli and each subject (Jervis et al. 1983; Tallon-Baudry et al. 1996) . For each frequency band, the mean of a -200-to -50-ms prestimulus baseline was subtracted from the timefrequency representation in order to eliminate uncorrelated noise and effects not related to sound onset. It should be noted that total activity is sometimes in the literature referred to as "induced" activity (TallonBaudry and Bertrand 1999; Herrmann and Mecklinger 2000) . In the present study, we use the term in duced activity for non-phase-locked activity calculated from the difference of total activity and evoked activity.
Based on the grand average time-frequency representation of congruent stimuli averaged across all elec trodes, we defined time-frequency windows, which were used for subsequent repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the factors congruency (congruent vs. incongruent), anterior-posterior (frontal vs. central vs. parietal electrodes), and laterality (left hemisphere vs. midline vs. right hemisphere elec trodes). For evoked activity, 2 time-frequency windows from 14 to 70 ms, 36 to 42 Hz and from 164 to 220 ms, 41 to 47 Hz were determined. For total activity, a time-frequency window from 116 to 188 ms, 30 to 80 Hz was determined. Window size was oriented on the duration and bandwidth of the respective wavelets, except for induced activity which was considered as broadband activity. To exclude baseline differences between conditions, the baseline uncorrected evoked and the induced frequency ranges were tested with the ANOVA model described above, in a time window from -200 to -50 ms relative to stimu lus onset. All t-tests reported are two-sided. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments of degrees of freedom were performed where applicable. Figure 2 shows grand average time-frequency and phase-locking factor plots of evoked (A, B) and total activity (D, E) for congruent and incongruent sounds averaged across all the 9 channels included in the analysis. Furthermore, Figure 2 shows the grand average scalp topographies of the incongruent minus congruent difference amplitude for evoked (C; 14-70 ms, 36-42 Hz) and total activity (F; 116-188 ms, 30-80 Hz). 
Results
Evoked Activity
Results showed increased phase-synchronized activity relative to baseline for congruent sounds in 2 timefrequency regions. First, there was an increase in the time and frequency range of the auditory middle la tency response (MLR) peaking at 42 ms after sound onset at 39 Hz. The phase-locking factor in this timefrequency window was significantly different from baseline level (F1,23 = 6.72, P < 0.016). The ANOVA in this time-frequency window (14-70 ms, 36-42 Hz) showed an interaction of the factors congruency and laterality (F2,46 = 4.95, P < 0.023, ε = 0.699), reflecting an amplitude difference between the responses elicited by congruent and incongruent sounds. It was pronounced at left hemisphere electrode locations (0.27 µV, t23 = 3.65, P < 0.001) decreasing at midline (0.20 µV, t23 = 2.56, P < 0.018) and even more at right hemisphere electrode locations (0.12 µV, not significant). Second, there was a later increase peaking at 192 ms after sound onset at 44 Hz. The phase-locking factor in this time-frequency window was not significantly different from baseline level. The ANOVA in this time-frequency window (164-220 ms, 39-49 Hz) showed a main effect of the factor congruency (F1,23 = 13.29, P < 0.001).
Total Activity
The results showed a broadband increase of total gamma-band activity relative to the baseline activity caused by the congruent sounds between about 100 and 200 ms after stimulus onset peaking at 152 ms and 61 Hz. This peak was not accompanied by phase-locked oscillations as derived from the frequency decomposition of the evoked response. The phase-locking factor in this time-frequency window was not significantly different from baseline level. Thus, this peak is referred to as induced gamma-band response. ANOVA in the 116-to 188-ms time window showed an interaction of the factors congruency and anteri or-posterior electrode location (F2,46 = 8.77, P < 0.002, ε = 0.783). The amplitude difference between the responses to congruent and incongruent sounds increased from anterior (0.14 µV, t23 = 2.82, P < 0.01) to central (0.23 µV, t23 = 3.71, P < 0.001) to posterior electrodes (0.28 µV, t23 = 4.03, P < 0.001). In addition, the ANOVA also revealed an interaction of the factors congruency and laterality (F2,46 = 3.8, P < 0.042, ε = 0.769). This interaction reflects the amplitude difference between the responses to congruent and in congruent sounds, which was maximal at the midline electrodes (0.24 µV, t23 = 4.13, P < 0.001) being slightly smaller at the left (0.23 µV, t23 = 3.85, P < 0.001) and the right hemisphere electrodes (0.18 µV, t23 = 3.01, P < 0.006).
Tests for baseline differences (from -200 to -50 ms prior to stimulus onset) between conditions revealed no significant effects for the evoked and the induced gamma-band response, respectively.
Event-Related Potentials
ERP responses to incongruent sounds showed an increased negativity compared with congruent sounds in the N1 time range. This difference is referred to as IR. IR was followed by N2b-and P3a-like compo nents. For a detailed description and statistical analysis of the ERP result, see Widmann et al. (2004) .
Discussion
Left frontally distributed early evoked and parietally distributed later induced GBRs were obtained when sounds were congruent with the corresponding visual symbol. We consider the early evoked (at 42 ms) and the later induced (at 152 ms) GBRs the most important findings and, thus, focus the discussion on these 2 peaks. Subsequently, we will relate results from the frequency domain to the ERP results reported by Widmann et al. (2004) . Finally, we suggest a functional model on the mental processes during symbolto-sound matching, accounting for both the time and the frequency domain.
Importantly, the measured early evoked GBR was not accompanied by an increase in total gamma power. Thus, it reflects phase synchronization relative to stimulus onset rather than additional cortical activation (cf., Shah et al. 2004 ). The early auditory-evoked GBR has been shown to be enhanced by the allocation of attention to the stimulation (Tiitinen et al. 1993 ) and sensory gating ). Early audito ry-evoked GBRs are not modulated by the probability of sounds in passive oddball situation (Tiitinen et al. 1994) ; however, when rare target sounds have to be attentively detected (active oddball situation), they elicit increased early evoked GBR compared with frequent nontarget sounds (Debener et al. 2003) . We also found a modulation of oscillatory activity in the time and frequency range of the early evoked GBR for sounds being actively discriminated. An early evoked GBR was observed in response to congruent but not in response to incongruent sounds. In the present paradigm, visual symbols trigger expectations about forthcoming sounds that have to be compared with the current sensory input. The early auditory-evoked GBR seems to mirror this early matching mechanism. This mechanism might be controlled by top-down processes that activate the memory representation of the expected stimulus. These activated synaptic pat terns might further enhance subthreshold oscillations in sensory cortical areas before stimulation (ex pressing the prediction about auditory input patterns; Engel et al. 2001) . If bottom-up input and predic tion match, this will result in "resonance phenomena" in the respective cortical network and, thus, in en hanced evoked gamma oscillations. This argument is in line with a match-and-utilization model proposed for the visual modality (Herrmann et al. 2004 ). These authors suggest that the visual early evoked GBR is a signature of a match of sensory information with stored representations in memory. It should be noted that transient early evoked gamma-band oscillations are supposed to contribute to the auditory MLR (Basar et al. 1987; Pantev et al. 1993; Müller et al. 2001 ) that originates in superior temporal areas and re flects the earliest activation of primary auditory cortex (Ponton et al. 2002 ).
The present finding poses an interesting question: Why are early evoked GBRs observed in response to rare target sounds in an oddball paradigm (Debener et al. 2003) but in response to frequent congruent sounds in the present paradigm? In oddball paradigms, targets are usually well defined by a constant fea ture and can be detected by matching each sound against a memory template of the target (as indicated by the increased early evoked GBRs in response to targets but not to novels). In the present paradigm, the rare incongruent sounds are not defined by a constant feature. Thus, subjects can solve the task either by matching each sound against the one not predicted by the visual pattern to detect the rare incongruent sounds or by matching each sound against the predicted one to detect all congruent sounds. The observed increased early evoked GBRs in response to congruent sounds suggest that the latter strategy was chosen by the participants. This was confirmed by the subjects' verbal reports after the experiment (2 sample tri als are provided at http://www.uni-leipzig.de/~biocog/widmann/congruent.avi and http://www.unileipzig.de/~biocog/widmann/incongruent.avi).
The increase of the early evoked GBR was found to be more pronounced over left hemispheric electrode sites, possibly indicating a stronger involvement of left hemisphere auditory areas. Recent imaging stud ies show that left hemispheric lateralization can also be observed during the processing of nonspeech sounds (Devlin et al. 2003; Yoo et al. 2005) . As the processing of temporal information is often associated with left hemispheric lateralization (Tervaniemi and Hugdahl 2003; Schönwiesner et al. 2005) and "cor rect" sounds are defined in the frequency and the time domains, the left hemispheric preponderance of the early evoked GBR could indicate a relative dominance of temporal information (i.e., pitch changes) over spectral information (i.e., absolute pitch) in the present task.
The induced GBR subsequent to the early GBR may reflect some further processing when the sound was found to match the prediction. There are different attributions on the functional significance of later in duced gamma oscillations mainly based on studies in the visual modality, which relate to memory and ob ject formation. For example, Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand (1999; Bertrand and Tallon-Baudry 2000) sug gest that they reflect mechanisms for the construction of object representations driven by sensory input or internal, top-down processes. In the match-and-utilization model (Herrmann et al. 2004 ), induced gamma is supposed to reflect processes of readout and utilization of earlier matches between incoming informa tion and memory (see above). Gruber et al. (2004) associate them with memory encoding and retrieval. To our knowledge, only a limited number of EEG and magnetoencephalography studies report induced GBRs in the auditory modality with highly inconsistent results. Employing variations of the active and passive auditory oddball paradigms, the reported results range from decreased activity in response to tar gets (Bertrand and Tallon-Baudry 2000) , no significant difference between targets and nontargets (Deben er et al. 2003) , to increased activity in response to deviants (i.e., targets) (Marshall et al. 1996; . Although Bertrand and Tallon-Baudry (2000) argue that memory representations of targets have to be kept active in standard trials (but not in target trials) in order to detect the targets, relate induced gamma oscillations to auditory deviance processing. In the present study, induced GBR is only elicited when the visual and auditory information is congruent. It seems possible that these induced GBRs reflect the integration of the auditory expectation based on visual symbolic information and the auditory sensory information from the current stimulation into a unitary event representation underlying our perception of a correct sound. This integration can only succeed when visual and auditory information was found to match (early evoked GBR). This view is supported by re cent results presented by Ford et al. (2005) showing that coherence between frontal and parietal areas and total gamma power increase when subjects are provided with veridical rather than distorted feedback of self-produced utterances. They interpret this augmentation as a reflection of "binding of expectation with experience."
The results in the frequency domain reveal substantially new complementary insight about the mental processes involved in the symbol-to-sound-matching task as compared with the ERP results (Widmann et al. 2004) . The IR as well as the N2b-and P3a-like ERP deflections were specific for the processing of in congruent stimuli. In contrast, evoked and induced GBRs are confined to congruent auditory stimuli. The IR in response to rare incongruent stimuli has been discussed (Widmann et al. 2004) as being functionally equivalent to the mismatch negativity (MMN) component elicited by rare deviant sounds in a series of regular standard sounds (Näätänen 1992; Schröger 1998) . The IR and MMN ERP components are sup posed to reflect brain processes related to the detection of unexpected sounds, that is, a rare deviant sound in the oddball paradigm and, respectively, a sound incongruent to the predicted sound in the symbol-tosound-matching paradigm. In contrast, the early evoked GBR is elicited when a current sound matches the expected sound.
In Figure 4 , we present a functional model of symbol-to-sound matching, utilizing data from evoked and induced EEG responses. This model is intended to serve as a framework for future empirical efforts fur ther specifying the involved processes and their neuroanatomical basis. In particular, based on the time course and topography of the incongruency ERP response, it seems likely that the visual symbols activate auditory memory representations regarding the to-be-expected stimulus. Subsequently, this memory rep resentation is compared with the currently presented auditory stimulus. The idea that visual symbols can, in fact, activate auditory memory representations is supported by the results from research on text reading showing that graphemes do activate their associated phonemes while reading (for review, see Perfetti 1999; Schroeder and Foxe 2005) .
The conclusion that the matching process takes place at early stages of auditory stimulus processing is supported by an enhancement of the early auditory-evoked GBR to congruent stimuli, which is interpret ed as a sign of the successful matching process. The topography of the early evoked GBR with a frontal maximum is compatible with sources in the auditory cortices, and the latency of the response as early as the first activations of auditory cortex clearly supports this interpretation. The sources of the auditory MLR, presumably corresponding to the early auditory-evoked GBR in the time domain, are well known to reside in primary auditory areas in the superior temporal plane (Ponton et al. 2002) .
Following the early comparison process in case of a mismatch between prediction and stimulation, the IR, N2b, P3a, and P3b are elicited (Widmann et al. 2004 ). N2b and P3a are associated with processes of tar get selection and orienting attention (Escera et al. 2000; Sokolov et al. 2002) . P3b is supposed to be asso ciated with the processes of anticipatory response selection here. In case of a match, the auditory stimulus and the visual symbolic information can be successfully bound together to an unequivocal event represen tation reflected by an induced GBR generated in widely dispersed parietooccipital, inferior temporal, and frontal structures (Gruber et al. 2006) , possibly including also multisensory areas in the posterior auditory association cortex and the parietal association cortices (Schroeder and Foxe 2002; Ghazanfar and Schroeder 2006) . Such integrated audiovisual representations could exist in, for instance, graphemes which also contain phonemic information. Taken together, according to this model, the early evoked GBR mirrors the comparison process per se, that is, the extraction of the information that is then used for fur ther processing, which in turn results in the percept of a correct sound (reflected by the induced GBR). We suppose that this model can be generalized in the way that not only visual symbolic information but also information from any available source is used by the auditory cognitive system to continuously mod el the expected acoustic environment and to match the internal model with the experience.
Conclusions
Our results show that during the audiovisual integration task, the early auditory-evoked GBR is sensitive to qualitative stimulus aspects. Expectations on the upcoming sounds triggered by asynchronously pre sented visual symbolic stimuli can be compared against the current auditory stimulation at early stages of auditory processing as indicated by the enhancement of the evoked GBR to correctly predicted sounds peaking as early as 42 ms after sound onset. Depending on whether the comparison results in a match or a mismatch, different sets of processes are elicited, with ERPs being more sensitive to processes following a mismatch and induced GBR being indicative of processes following a match of expectation and stimu lation. The induced GBR obtained in the symbol-to-sound-matching paradigm is suggested to reflect the formation of a unitary event representation integrating auditory and symbolic visual aspects. A functional model of the processes involved in the symbol-to-sound-matching task. Visual symbolic information activates an auditory representation about the to-be-expected sound that is compared with the current sound (indexed by early evoked GBR). Processing of a mismatch is reflected by IR, N2b, and P3a ERP deflections. Formation of a unitary audiovisual event representation in case of a match is indexed by later induced GBR.
